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Fahrenheit 451 (1966) Add to guide Skip to: Elements of the Parents' Guide below can give away important plot points. The fire chief is also burned to death after being shot. Jääunelmat (1978) Add to the Guide Jump to: Tulen ja jään maa (1983) Add to the Guide Jump to: Gravity? 4 7 3 1 We have not been able to
present your assessment. Try again later. Frank Frazetta's work of art, on which this film is based, is spectacular. However, she has a penchant for the female form and draws her typically scantily clad and very voluptuous female characters. Teegra (female protagonist) spends most of the film running in a tiny bikini top
and thong (despite the ice!) Her curved body is heavily exposed, with erect nipples showing through the top of the bikini. Bakshi (and Frazetta) work their camera angles to stay as long as possible on it. There is no explicit sex or nudity, but a lot of partial nudity. The female characters, especially the protagonist of the
princess, are very, very scarcely dressed. The princess is dressed in a bikini top and pink cloth-like thong. Very detailed movements and angles focused on her big breasts, ass, belly and belly, and features of her crotch. In addition, the mould of her nipples are visible coming out of her bra. Ice Age - Jäätikön sankarit
(2002) Add to guide Jump to: Gravity? 82 99 26 511 We have not been able to present your assessment. Try again later. In the same deleted scene with Rachel and Jennifer chatting with Sid Rachel kicking Sid in the groin then abandoning her knowing there is something wrong with him. Scrat tries to get out of two
pieces of ice that come together. He gets stuck at the end and is almost crushed, but manages to squeeze himself, only to find himself then falling hundreds or thousands of feet to the ground below (he bounces several times on the way down before hitting the bottom). Once there, Manny, unknowingly, descends on him,
crushing him to the ground, and several other large animals then do the same (with him finally getting stuck at the bottom of one of his feet as they walk). He later looked good. Diego and other sabre-toothed tigers prepare to attack a human camp and steal a baby as a means of revenge (for humans who previously kill
half their pack - not seen). Moments later, they attack and a human has to hit one of them to one side. Humans try to defend themselves with spears, while Diego enters a tent and goes looking for the baby, but the mother hits him in the head with a club. He then chases her through various places until she reaches a very
high waterfall and decides to take her head with her baby to avoid the tiger. Large dogs of humans are released into tigers that then retreat, with humans also throwing spears at them. More slapstick-style material has some birds accidentally dodo others, while one also falls into some kind of liquid well bubbles that
apparently kills him (played for laughter, and we don't see death, but others warned of it and then react to it). Apparently, more die (get off the cliffs, fall into more of these wells, etc.) in what is essentially a long joke about them being extinguished. Manny looks at some cave paintings of various animals, including that of a
mammoth family. Then you imagine (and see) that these images come to life (they still look like cave drawings) where the mammoth family (where Manny is presumably the father) is threatened by humans with spears and then separated from his wife and son (who are presumably permanently separated from him or
possibly murdered). Diego and another tiger get into a fight (claws shining), while other tigers try to get Manny (who throws them out). Diego is then thrown to one side and removed and the various tigers then slowly approach Manny who is surrounded. The tiger himself then jumps into Manny's throat, but Diego
intercepts him just in time. Gravity? 79 89 30 497 We have not been able to present your assessment. Try again later. Some large rhinos chase after Sid, with the intention of hurting him. He then runs manny to safety, and the two rhinos then push Manny towards the edge of a cliff. Manny pushes them back and sends
them flying through the air, but they charge back against him. Manny throws them to one side with his tusks, but Manny and Sid fall off the edge (but they're fine after landing on the downward slope). As Sid, Diego and Manny walk through an ice field, several volcanic explosions suddenly come out around them, causing
them to run for their lives as ice and snow melt quickly, leaving them on isolated, vertical ice formations that have to run and jump from one to the other (with lava below them). Sid and Manny do, as do Diego, but the tiger finds himself trying to cling to the edge of the ledge. Manny tries to drag himself and save him,
aware that his weight could cause everything to fall into the lava below. He saves him just as the ice breaks, but Manny is starting to fall and he slides over the edge on a piece of ice (suppose to his death). Volcanic forces, however, shoot it and ice up and away from the danger where it lands quite the ground
(temporarily hitting it, but it's fine). In one scene Sid, Manny and Diego walk through a cave and encounter drawings of Manny's family killed by hunters and stylish flashbacks of the drawings. This scene is very annoying. The characters have to run for their lives when they are chased by hundreds of sharp chunks of ice
that go down like Mentioned in violence and gore: some characters are dying in wells or in lava. Often the characters (i.m. the viewer) look down at deep cannons or fall fall of them. Two huge chunks of ice slowly bind together and force the character to run for his life to get out. He is unsuccessful and is crushed, eyes
coming out, but he can let go. Often the ground under the feet of the characters sinks or disappears completely. The film shows these situations in a rather disturbing way: in great detail and with the characters they are afraid of - in contrast to the general caricature where, for example, the reasons for disappearance are
just kind of laughable. Elements of the Parent Guide below can give away important plot points. Soto dies when a few chunks of sharp ice fall to bury himself in his body, but this scene does not show his death; because it is very graphic. Diego is seriously injured when the sabers attack him. No blood is shown.
Fahrenheit 451 (2018) Add to guide Skip to: Parents' guide items below can give away important plot points. A man is burned. It screams, but violence is not super graphic. A man is burned. Not really graphic. Jääprinsessa (2005) Add to Guide Jump to: Lyod 2 (2020) Add to Guide Jump to: Yuri!!! On Ice (2016- ) Add to
the guide jump to: Parents' guide items below can give away important plot points. After a victory, two characters kiss and fall on the ice, while the other stands on top of him. The main character is responsible for skating to a song about eros, or, sexual love. A character ejaculates on the ice during his performance. This
is not shown. A man gets drunk at a party and the pole dances almost naked. Later, another man joins him and poses together suggestively. suggestively.
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